President Cole stood along with Lt. Governor Kim Guadagno and Senator L坎克 at a press conference yesterday, red band in hand, signaling the official dedication of the Heights.

At the dedication ceremony, President Cole hosted a bevy of visitors including assembly people, students, parents and members of the construction team that made the Heights possible. Atop her podium, she discussed the process that made these dorms come to fruition.

“This was many, many, many Trenton approvals necessary to start this project,” Cole said. “I want you to know that Gov. Christie's administration got those accomplished on a time frame.

The official ribbon-cutting ceremony for the newest dormitories on campus, the Heights, took place on Wednesday.

Catherine Baxter
Staff Writer
The Montclarion
Mark Banas

Officially Open

Locked Out? It'll Cost You

A new lockout policy has been put into place to better control the frequency of misplaced keys and ID cards.

Joseph Lisnow
Assistant News Editor

For students who live on campus, this year’s lockout policy has been revamped to be more efficient by eliminating time restraints and increasing fines in an effort to promote responsibility among residents. The old policy stated that any lockout that occurred between the hours of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. were to be handled by the community assistant (CA) on duty during evening hours. Each lockout at the time was a $10 charge.

With the new policy, any time a student is locked out of his or her room, the CA is called to allow them back inside at all hours. If the CA cannot be reached, the service assistant at the desk would handle the lockout.

Joseph Lisnow
Assistant News Editor

The campus had no wireless Internet service for two days due to a wireless server problem, leaving many students frustrated.

Trenton had an issue with the wireless Internet upgrade to the new wireless network plans.

“Almost all seven residence halls complexes had little to no wireless Internet connectivity since early Tuesday evening. All press time service was restored to all locations; however, many students were frustrated by the setback,” Dr. Edward Chapel, vice president for Information Technology explained that the wireless Internet had gone down due to a glitch in an upgrade to the new wireless network plans.

To frame the issue, what Internet Continued on Page 6

Haylee Lenkey
Assistant News Editor
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Pelican Police Report

On Sept. 9:

2 A student reported the theft of her motor vehicle parked in Lot 45. This case is under investigation.

3 On Sept. 9:

Non-student Tony Rose, 20, of Roselle, was arrested and charged with criminal trespass. The suspect is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

4 On Sept. 10:

Student Robert Uccifferi, 21, of Pine Hill was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct after failing to comply with an officer’s direction.

5 On Sept. 10:

A student reported the theft of her hang tag while parked in CarParc Diem. This case is under investigation.

6 On Sept. 11:

A student reported an act of criminal mischief after discovering a shattered window in Bohn Hall. This case is under investigation.

7 On Sept. 11:

Student Neil Demarco, 19, of Westhampton was arrested for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia while in his room in Einstein Hall. Demarco is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

8 On Sept. 12:

A student reported the theft of her hung tag while parked in CarParc Diem. This case is under investigation.

9 On Sept. 12:

A student reported the theft of her lost wallet and reported cash and a gift card stolen. This case is under investigation.

The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors. If you think we’ve made a mistake in a story, please call Editor-in-Chief Katherine at ext. 5230.

Corrections
Services. “[They are] very encouraging,” said Dominic Petruzzelli, executive director of Residential Education and Services. “The students have been positive,” he said.
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Overwhelmingly positive remarks have greeted the addition of the Heights to the Montclair State University dorm community this week. The students have been positive, said Dominic Petruzzelli, executive director of Residential Education and Services. “They are very encouraging, and very supportive of the project. They have affirmed that this project was the right thing to do. It’s a great place to be.”

Built over land previously used as parking spaces, the dorms are divided into the Upper Machuga and Lower Dinallo Heights. Neatly between Carlos Parco and the Student Recreation Center, the housing consists of single and double rooms. While the majority of Heights residents are freshmen and sophomore students, the dorms are open to everyone.

The new development also features Sam’s Place, an elaborate new dining hall and an overnight burger café that is open from 9 p.m. to 10 a.m. When comparing Whitman Hall to other dorms on campus, sophomore Tim Bianco said has double room “is definitely better than Blanton. It’s a little expensive, but I like it.”

Other students are impressed not only by the rooms, but also by the atmosphere. Freshman Lisa Delaney, who lives in a double room in Gibson Hall said, “I like it a lot, it’s very homely and neat and clean. I like the fact that we have our own bathrooms.”

“I like [that] I can see the New York City skyline from my room,” Delaney said. “It’s an overall good experience. If I didn’t live here, I probably wouldn’t have any friends or be very social.”

Delaney’s roommate, Nicola Gagliardi added, “It’s very open, you have a lot of room for everything. Everyone is very nice and helpful.”

While the opening days of the new dorm experienced minor key card entrance issues, the problems were swiftly dealt with and solved.

Despite all the positive reviews, there are some aspects about living in the Heights to be considered. The cost of the Heights is on par with the Village, as a double is listed at $4,640 and a single at $5,070.

The Village evens out the cost by having a kitchen and an extra bathroom in each apartment, while the dorms in the Heights have none, with the lowest price in meal plans starting at $1,800 a semester. There have also been complaints concerning the new process of signing guests in and out of the halls.

Despite the cost, Petruzzelli commented that this is the place to live in MSU “What we can provide compared to our competitors, they can’t provide,” Petruzzelli said. “We’re very fortunate for that experiences.”

Amidst a large crowd and rain, confetti, President Cole smiled as she said. “I remember standing in the State House in Trenton, with the papers in my hands and the President of Terminal (Donald Dinallo) was waiting on campus and I called him and said ‘Give Stuart digging’ And dig he did.”

Over a year later, students are enjoying this swift constructed production, and students enjoy it. Freshman Therisa Mignotty agreed, “I love it here. I like the single room, I can shut my door and have my privacy but I can still have my roommate so I’m not missing anything on anything,” she said. “I can’t say one bad thing about [the Heights].”

Petruzzelli said that student keys and ID cards should not be treated lightly. He continued to emphasize how important the ID card is as it contains personal information.

“Be careful about who you allow to enter your rooms despite repeat offenses. We’ve set rules to make money,” said Petruzzelli. “The point is to educate students on your property and its value, but there has to be a point of learning.”

The new policy was created by ResEd on the summative action and the case is sent to Jerry Collins, coordinator of Student Conduct. However, students will still be allowed to enter their dorms despite repeat offenses.
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The Geography of Bliss, the common reading experience of all incoming first-year students, is the journey of a self-acknowledged grump to uncover where happiness is by visiting the happiest — and unhappiest — places on earth.

For more information, visit montclair.edu/cwe/MontclairBook
New Traffic Patterns and Walkways

Craig McCarthy
Web Editor

With the Heights dormitories open this semester, a new traffic pattern, walkways and a bike lane were created to ensure the safety of the increased number of pedestrians on campus, the administration said.

"Essentially, the new pattern greatly reduces pedestrian and vehicle conflicts at the top of the new stairway that connects the main campus to the CarParc Diem parking deck," said Associate Vice President for Facilities Services Dr. Timothy Carey.

"More clearly marked pedestrian walkways can only serve to enhance safety and we will monitor the logistics of these over the course of the semester," said Lt. Kieran Barrett.

Barrett was quick to emphasize the responsibility lies with the pedestrians as well as the drivers. "Pedestrians have a responsibility on the roadways as well to cross at designated areas and to be alert to changes in the roadways," Barrett said.

Senior Drew Evanylo, however, is skeptical of the new level of safety. "I’ve actually thought my shuttle drivers were going to hit someone because they have gotten so close," he said.

Students’ concerns range from the lack of awareness of the new traffic patterns to questioning how effective the changes actually are.

"It seems that every time I come outside, regardless of the time of day, the cars are always backed up beyond belief," said Whitman Hall resident Sean McDonald.

The Universe Police have planned to respond to this by posting officers in heavy traffic areas in an effort to assist the flow of traffic in the beginning of the semester. Police will also reroute traffic if there are abnormal delays for individuals leaving campus.

"This change will also enable the shuttle fleet to discharge passengers at the Student Center bus stop, and to then quickly exit the area via Webster Road, thereby enhancing our ability to transport students to and from the numerous University-owned properties located on Clove Road," Carey said.

The new traffic pattern established between Blanton Hall and the University Promenade is limited to shuttle buses, service and emergency vehicles while all regular traffic will exit using Yogi Berra Drive to Webster Road.

Although expediting shuttle service was a goal aimed at students, not all have noticed the difference.

"I feel like I’ve seen fewer shuttles this year than last year," McDonald said. "So I have just been walking everywhere because I feel it’s the quickest way rather than waiting for a shuttle. Walking to class, I just use the bike path."

The lane initially designated for shuttle buses has already been reconsidered to as another possible exit to Carlisle Road.

ALCOHOL + YOU* = VIOLATIONS
(CRIMINAL & CONDUCT CODE)

*If YOU are under 21 years of age, and YOU consume, OR YOU are in the presence of, OR YOU are in the possession of

*If YOU are 21 and YOU are not in your Village Apt.
*If YOU play Beer Pong, or other drinking games
*If YOU are a Village resident and YOU do not comply with Residence Hall Regulations on allowable alcohol quantities

ALCOHOL + YOU* = VIOLATIONS
(CRIMINAL & CONDUCT CODE)

See Alcohol Violation www.montclair.edu/deanstudents/studentconduct/codeofconduct.html
If you or a friend has a problem with alcohol (or other drugs), please contact CAPS (973) 655-5211.

Shuttle Map Courtesy of Montclair.edu
Jeff Giacobese sent an e-mail early Wednesday morning at 9:26, satisfying the campus community about the issue. Though the University was only dealing with issues with the wireless connection, students did not find it to be feasible to use a wired connection on campus, as many do not have Ethernet cables on campus.

"Please note that the problem is confined to the campus wireless network only," said Chapel. "The University’s wireless network services are all up and running normally, meaning any computers that are plugged into a network port are able to reach the Internet. This includes all machines in our public computing and teaching and learning laboratories.

"We should not have to go on campus to do our work," said Rechert. "We prefer to be able to do our work in our own apartment.

Chapel continued, "We regret the inconvenience that this problem is causing our students and we are working with the technical team from the company that is helping us build our new wireless network to diagnose the problem and resume service as quickly as possible."

"The University is currently undertaking a three-year upgrade project. Chapel explained, "The campus wireless upgrade is a three-year, three-phase project and we are nearing completion of phase two (all academic buildings) after having completed phase one (all residence halls) last year, said Chapel.

Chapel expects that the Internet connectivity issues will be resolved very soon and assures that the campus internet service will be improved with the new system.
Peak Performances

6,500 miles from home.
800 years of cultural heritage.
One unforgettable concert event.

AnDa Union

From the Steppes to the City:
A Celebration of Music from Inner Mongolia

September 17–18
Every performance,
every seat $15
Alexander Kasser Theater
973-655-5112 • www.peakperfs.org

*Undergraduate students at MSU receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event through the Performing Arts Fee with their valid student IDs.
Damage on Campus Affects Students and Staff

Jade Moskovitz Staff Writer

Free Ballroom and Latin Dance Lessons at the Rec Center............... Sept. 15
3D Movie Screening............................................................................. Sept. 16
Black Beard’s Cave Trip..................................................................... Sept. 17
White Water Rafting Trip................................................................... Sept. 18
NFL Sunday Ticket............................................................................... Sept. 18
Free Swim Lessons at the Rec Center.................................................. Sept. 19
Date Auction........................................................................................ Sept. 20
Montclair Author Eric Weiner at University Hall............................. Sept. 20
Powderpuff Game................................................................................ Sept. 21

“The damage [that was] caused is anywhere from $500,000 to $1 million.”

Bill Thomas
Director of NJSOC

The damage that was caused seemed endless. Boats that were left unsecured were abandoned on the lake, roads were washed away, bridges and spillways were destroyed, erosion had occurred on all roads and paths serving hillside cabins, sewer lines were exposed and trees had been uprooted.

What began as 7.5 inches of rainfall amounted to 42,000 gallons of water spilling into the wastewater treatment plant on top of the 600 gallons that had entered the system the Saturday prior to the storm.

All of these factors made for a perfect combination of damaged buildings and broken spirits.

Bill Thomas, director of the New Jersey School of Conservation, and his staff put together a plan in order to get back on track.

They were forced to block access to the Rainbow Bridge, refrain from flushing toilets, resort to drinking bottled water, re-open a road closed for 20 years and supplied propane to the emergency generator until power was restored as a way to run the waste water treatment plant.

The NJSOC has managed to repair the sewer pipe and clear the downed trees from the roads. They’ve opened an alternate route to the plant on the east side of campus.

However, this route has transformed a 70-foot commute across a once-scenic bridge into a 15-mile hike across the mountains.

A road which had been out of commission for 20 years is now the only pathway to the waste water plant.

“IT is beyond clean up,” said Thomas. “The damage [that was] caused is anywhere from $500,000 to $1 million.”

President Susan Cole, Dean of the College of Science and Mathematics Robert Prezant and Vice President for University Facilities Greg Bressler have inspected the damage and are working to help the school through the mess.

Campus resumed classes on Sept. 5, with minimal clean-up.

Dean Prezant was unavailable for comment at the time of publication.

A student stands next to the raging river near the NJSOC campus. The streets flooded and trees were down, knocking out power on the campus for eight days.

“IT is beyond clean up,” said Thomas. “The damage [that was] caused is anywhere from $500,000 to $1 million.”

Bill Thomas
Director of NJSOC

Upcoming Events

The Montclairian
Commuting: It’s Better than You Think

Melissa Johnson

It’s your first day of freshman year, and you’re feeling optimistic. You are ready to start snow, make a new name for yourself. Also, you have your outfit picked out, and you have even packed a tasty bagged lunch. You are nervous and excited, and get in the car or on the train or bus and go to school.

It then dawns on you that this feels like the first day of high school all over again. Then you get to school and meet your classmates. While they are complaining about wearing flip flops in the snow or talking about parts the other night, you are thinking about how it is you two were chosen by bus to get from Montclair to … Upper Montclair. So much for a fresh start, eh? An, con-

Commuting to MSU isn’t the worst thing in the world, and here’s why:

1. You (might) have a car. Life in North Jersey can be pretty dangerous without a car – drivers are about as sensitive to pedestrians as the media is to Charlie Sheen.

2. You are free to separate yourself from your school friends does not mean you’re a loner; it can give you time to put things into perspective

Katherine Oakes

1. You (might) have a car.

2. You still get to do everything around your friends who dorm when car means that you don’t have to tote portation, don’t fret. Not having a car on campus, which means you have half of what some people are paying for school. This frees up financial aid for other things, like books or a semester abroad.

3. You get to separate yourself, too. You may like this one, but here goes. Eat. Lean. Meat. Think I know this sandwich is so good right now, but factory farm- ing of animals is highly toxic to the en-

4. You can save lots of money.

Choose a reusable water bottle over a plas-
tic one. It is a guaranteed way to not only save money but also to avoid supporting companies that create tons of pollution, steal land and destroy ecosystems on a daily basis. These birds, one stone.

1) Choose a reusable water bottle over a plastic one. It is a guaranteed way to not only save money but also to avoid supporting companies that create tons of pollution, steal land and destroy ecosystems on a daily basis. These birds, one stone.

Melissa Tolomeo
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“Choosing to help the planet as your duty of the day isn’t a bad way to start off.”
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Hey You! Yeah, You!

Come to

The Montclarion
Open House!

When:
Thursday, September 15, 4-8 p.m.
and
Thursday, September 22, 4-8 p.m.

Where:
Student Center Annex Room 113

Why:
Meet the Staff!!!
Free Pizza!!!
The whole process took about 15 minutes. If nothing else, other girls were picky, at least like the pattern of my nail polish, or even the color. With my purchase in hand, I left everything from solid colors to sparkles and saw the nail strips in 24 different sizes.

With the nail strips, I found that they weren’t paint at all. They are actually a combination of nail polish and plastic. Spicy foods (onions, mustard, cayenne pepper) and spicy soups (chicken soup and vegetables) also help relieve congestion.

Sally Hansen’s New Polish: Worth the Money?—James Carpentier

Amanda Balbi

Recently, there has been some buzz about Sally Hansen. The beauty product manufacturer is usually the first to introduce new ingredients as regular nail lacquer, the strips promised to last 15 days without any noticeable wear and tear. Case in point, I was able to open boxes at work without any noticeable wear and tear. So far, so good. I mean that you block it out of your mind.

Typical Nutritional Remedies

- Anti-inflammatory foods and beverages. Consumes more plant-based foods and beverages, such as fruits (especially cherries) and vegetables, seeds, nuts, dark chocolate or cacao powder, black and green tea and your number one beverage — water — to reduce inflammation. Seafood is also anti-inflammatory.

- Cold/sore throat/sinus and chest congestion. Add honey and lemon or lime juice to warm water or black or green tea. Gargle with warm salt water or apple cider vinegar for relieving coughing.

Spicy foods (onions, mustard, cayenne pepper) and spicy soups (chicken soup and vegetables) also help relieve congestion.
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Sitter needed for 8-yr-old girl with occasional driving for her teenage siblings. 3:15-6:15 p.m. 4-5 days/week. Ed/Phys Ed major preferred. Experience, car, excellent references required. Call 973-744-0444 or email egrand@ghspm.com.

Part-time for 2 young teenage girls: $100 per day Thursdays and Fridays from 2:30 pm to 8:00 pm. Must have car to pick up from school in North Caldwell and bring to the house in Little Falls. $100 per day plus dinner too! Email mabro2000@optonline.net

Sitters wanted. $12+ per hour. Babysitting, housesitting, petsitting. Register free for jobs near campus or home and start earning cash now! www.student-sitter.com

After-school child care for 8-yr-old boy and 10-yr-old girl, hours 4 to 7 p.m. Must have clean driving record, excellent references. Needed 2 to 5 nights per week (could split week between two candidates). Dinner for the kids and homework help desired. Email tracey.seraydarian@gmail.com

Experienced Babysitter needed for some weekend and weekday evenings for four children (ages 7, 6, 4, and 2). Babysitter must have good references, experience with young kids and watching multiple children at once. Email melgroff@gmail.com

Looking for artists and cartoonists to create cartoons for The Montclarion! Email msuproduction@gmail.com

What you get with The Princeton Review:
- Convenience: scheduling built around your hectic life, available in person or online.
- Customized: instruction focused on your specific strengths and weaknesses.
- Teachers: our standard is elegant in its simplicity – we expect your teacher to be the best you’ve ever had.
- Results: higher scores, guaranteed.*

Looking for artists and cartoonists to create cartoons for The Montclarion!
Email msuproduction@gmail.com

Need a baby-sitter? Looking to hire?
Advertise with us!

Contact Kevin at:
montclarionads@gmail.com

GMAT® | GRE® | LSAT® | MCAT®
Courses & Private Tutoring

Check out our new Website!
What is the Key to Success?

What do you think of the new lockout policy?

**Shaughn Juckett**
Physical Education Sophomore

"I think it’s kind of crazy that you have to pay so much money because you made a simple mistake by locking your keys in your room. I feel like that happens all the time, even at home.”

**Kyle Giacchi**
Business Senior

“I believe that the new lockout policy is a little outrageous. Between having multiple roommates, sometimes you forget, sometimes you’re running somewhere, sometimes you’re going to another person’s dorm on the same floor. You might forget to lock the door. Yeah, your valuables are in there and stuff, but if they get lost that’s your own fault, it shouldn’t be administered by ResEd that you get fined because you didn’t lock your door.”

**Breanna Mitchell**
Marketing Senior

“I actually am not opposed to it. I work here and a lot of people get locked out. Last semester I think over 100 were locked out and this is a way to really control the amount of lockouts.”

**Katie Salvatore**
Psychology Junior

“I don’t think it’s really fair that they charge you on the first time. If you forget your key, you should be given a warning. They shouldn’t go right from the start.”

**Hannah Scherba**

Part of the reason the new policy was implemented was due to a survey sent to Montclair students last semester. This survey asked students to answer questions concerning residential life. The students that answered the survey stated that they felt their peers were not being responsible enough with their keys. Naturally, when people lose their keys there is an increase in theft across campus, and the new policy was intended to curb the increase in this type of incident.

Yet, we are forced to wonder, if these fines will really be a deterrent to those continuously careless students, or will they simply continue locking their keys in their rooms? It’s hard to say.

The policy will be re-evaluated in November when it will be decided if this will become a permanent policy across the campus. We eagerly await the results.
DING DONGS & GOOFBALLS: TO BULLY OR NOT TO BULLY

Will unifying puppets in maternity teach kids tolerance?
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The

Can the American Public Handle the Truth?

If full disclosure is the path to perpetual fear or knowledge

JACOB MERCER-PONTIER

ASSISTANT OPINION EDITOR

It has passed a summer and we have come to the usual news radio stas of which there is a wide range of topics that I think I should address one of the more controversial topics in the front porters.

Even though there was such a vast array of topics to choose from, I knew from the moment I read it that I wanted to comment on it for my column of the semester. I am referring to changing our political perpectives, and not just the news of the day, the news of the past few years, the news of the past few months.

TRAVIS LANCER

COLUMNIST

The New York Times article was about the puppets that were making our food look less appealing, making our sign with little fear, and even for joyous memories.

Some had the city for the weekend; some kept it all to the day, but none were more than the day in the city. In anticipation of the state of the state, the state of New York stepped up its security and police forces.

For those of us Americans who have been anticipating with excitement for the 10th anniversary of September 11, 2001, we were all equals and terrorism was the great equalizer. Every year since, for 24 hours on the second week of September, we try and re-enact that feeling of togetherness that we felt in a moment of weakness. We look at pictures, listen to sad Sarah McLachlan ballads, hug our pets and our loved ones.

We look at them. We look at them every day. We look around the entire nation to commemorate 9/11.

as a method to teach kids tolerance and acceptance. Does's Scott see the irony and hypocrisy of teaching tolerance of gays by demanding marriage "reverberating" for days, but I'll bet you see Lisa's kind of personal experience, to the same way any humans do.

Don't Scott see the irony and hypocrisy of teaching tolerance of gays by demanding marriage "reverberating" for days, but I'll bet you see Lisa's kind of personal experience, to the same way any humans do.

In the situation of hindsight, it was a lot harder to predict the speech, but we could have read a largely a very large range of papers and we should have been aware of the terrible city and its people.

Nine-Eleven, America, is a day to remember. This is the question with the emergence of the phrase "9/11" and its impact on the way our society, our culture, our news, our friends, our family, our children, is not just the way we are now, but the way we will always be.

Perhaps the more important question is, does our culture need to change to reflect the way we are now? I'mpard as to why she wants to undermine her argument. Usually, those issues are not as complex as they seem. After all, the American public could handle the truth.

This was the question with the emergence of the phrase "9/11" and its impact on the way our society, our culture, our news, our friends, our family, our children, is not just the way we are now, but the way we will always be.

As for the threat, it's not justified. Increasing vigilance or prevention may be crucial, but it is not justified. Preacher trying to reach across the many miles of space and hold someone — for us and for them. Americans were killed that day, whether they were gay or straight, black, white, Christian, Jewish, male or female; it doesn't matter. We were all equals and terrorism was the great equalizer. Every year since, for 24 hours on the second week of September, we try and re-enact that feeling of togetherness that we felt in a moment of weakness. We look at pictures, listen to sad Sarah McLachlan ballads, hug our pets and our loved ones.

We look at them. We look at them every day. We look around the entire nation to commemorate 9/11.
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The Monday Chronicle, September 11, 2011
To the Editor:

Ironically enough, I was teaching two consecutive sections of News Reporting in Dickson’s second-floor computer lab when the biggest news story of the era broke.

Students were just taking their places around the center table for the first section starting at 8 a.m., when a student with a pony-tail came in and said that a plane had hit the World Trade Center.

“Wow,” I said to the class, “talk about breaking news.” Okay, how would you cover this?”

As we trooped through the hall, we passed matoria’s chimneys covering the countryside that would later describe the ash from the cre- matorium’s chimneys covering the countryside in the tortured days that followed.

Starting at 9 a.m. when a student with a pony-tail came in and said that a plane had hit the World Trade Center. “Wow,” I said to the class, “talk about breaking news.”

Okay, how would you cover this?”

But before we could start talking, a student came in late and said that a second plane had hit the Towers.

That was it. Somehow — don’t ask me how — I knew it was intentional. I wasn’t thinking “terrorist,” but I knew this was no random aviation accident.

I knew we could see the Manhattan skyline from the fourth floor of Dickson, so I immediately took the class up to those win-

dows.

We trooped through the hall, we passed matoria’s chimneys covering the countryside that would later describe the ash from the cre- matorium’s chimneys covering the countryside in the tortured days that followed.

From the fourth floor, we could see the dark smoke rising out from the towers. We were too far to see flames, but the smoke already was hanging over the city, a shred

that would presage a decade of mourning.

I knew that there was a TV in the Rat, so I took the class across campus. We sat silently among stunned students.

Now we could see the flames, and people rushing hysterically through the streets as ash wafted down.

I thought, “what are you doing staying in the classroom?” We have real journalism right in front of us!”

Finally, I dismissed the classes. The best I could muster was, “Take care of each other. It was not very inspired, but it served well in the tortu-

data days that followed.

Bob Russo

Montclair’s former mayor, 2000 to 2004

Professor of political science at MSU
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The Montclarion Mailbag Policy

All letters must be typed via e-mail and be submitted to The Montclarion by Monday at 9 p.m. Once received, letters or comments are the property The Montclarion and Montclarion Publishing, Inc. and may be edited for length, content, profundity and libel. No submissions will be printed unless they include the author’s name, year and major for students, the author’s name and title for non-students or a username for online comments. Only one letter or comment by an author will be printed each month. Letters and comments must pertain to issues addressed by Montclarion articles that occurred in the previous print issue. Letters or comments that advertise for a business or website will not be printed. Letters must be submitted through e-mail as Microsoft Word documents to msuopinion@gmail.com.
"Warrior": Beating Critics Into Submission!

Ken Marci
Staff Writer

"Warrior" is a compelling drama that managed to break out beyond the stereotypical sports film by creating an emotional story complete with a clear premise and clever climax.

There have been few truly great combat films in our time, not to mention theatrical art history — certainly fewer than other, more common mediums.

One of the most influential names in the medium is Robert Rauschenberg, one of the founders of pop art, and among the most notable artists who have worked in combat. And in a perfect storm of coincidences, the most notable contemporary artist to have worked in combat is the artist who was most closely associated with the flatness. It also uses the flatness to create an exciting and compelling to the viewer. This provides the viewer an immediate understanding of the story depicted.

The first track on the album, "The Block," starts off with softer guitar and acoustic splashes of synth before jumping into a chorus so lovely you'll be singing it all week. It sounds like a super pedal guitar tone, similar to that of The Avett Brothers. A soft, but soulful verse to the song is immediately drawn to the listener and makes you want to listen to the rest of the album.

Another song, called "I'll Be Me," starts off with softer guitar and acoustic splashes of synth before jumping into a chorus so lovely you'll be singing it all week. It sounds like a super pedal guitar tone, similar to that of The Avett Brothers. A soft, but soulful verse to the song is immediately drawn to the listener and makes you want to listen to the rest of the album.

"I'll Be Me" is an exhibit until June 4 at The Met, representative composition, and is somehow better for the tale despite that. Bearden's style of abstraction but somehow dramatically representational work is nearly perfectly done in the exhibited pieces, through attempting to describe the visual experience that this work retains is nearly impossible. The best thing you can do is go and see it yourself.
Study Abroad Sessions

Please register for the sessions through the link on our website
All sessions take place in Cohen Lounge, Dickson Hall

11:00 a.m., Friday, September 16, 2011  Diversity Abroad: Study Abroad for Students from Diverse Backgrounds and Abilities
12:00 p.m., Friday, September 16, 2011  Faculty Led Spring 2012 International Field Trips Information Session
11:00 a.m., Friday, September 23, 2011  Affording Study Abroad: Financial Aid and Scholarships
12:00 p.m., Friday, September 23, 2011  Applying for a Gilman Scholarship for Study Abroad
11:00 a.m., Friday, September 30, 2011  Exchange Programs Information Session
12:00 p.m., Friday, September 30, 2011  Graz Scholarship Information Session
11:00 a.m., Friday, October 7, 2011  Study Abroad General Information Session

Did You Know?

• Montclair State University offers programs in over 50 countries
• Semester, academic year, summer, and short-term programs are available
• Programs can fit into most majors’ study plans without delaying graduation
• Students can use financial aid to study abroad
• Students can receive credits for study abroad
• Students can take classes in English
• Employers value international experience
• You will have the experience of a lifetime!
Red Hawks Lose Perfect Start

Red Hawks return from the West Coast 3-2 as they rally for Rowan

Kendall Zoppa
Sports Editor

Well, the West Coast may not be the best east for the women's soccer team as they return from their cross country trip this past weekend falling 3-2 on the season.

The Red Hawks headed to Washington to take part in non-conference match-ups between Pacific University at Oregon and neighboring Pacific Lutheran University. Unfortunately, the Red Hawks couldn't capitalize on either of their opportunities, falling 1-0 to both over the weekend.

Friday night started the Red Hawks' West Coast stand as they took on PLU in what seemed to be an even match-up for the team. In the first period both teams put up four shots but neither goalkeeper allowed one to pass as they entered the halftime break. The following period, however, left the Red Hawks frustrated as they watched 12 shots miss the mark. The team brought pressure to the field but their accuracy failed to back it up, ultimately out-shooting PLU 16-7 but leaving MSU to fall 1-0 in their first loss of the season.

"We out-worked them and dominated the entire game of play," said senior Chantel DeMartins, "but when it comes to getting that ball in the back of the net we weren't aggressive enough."

The pattern continued throughout the following day as the Red Hawks once again out-shot the opposition, now Pacific Lutheran, four times over.

The lone and uncontested goal put up by PLU came at the 30-minute mark as the Red Hawks couldn't return the service and fell yet again 1-0, despite out-shooting PLU 20-5.

The Red Hawks left Washington 3-2, yet landed back in New Jersey with a win.
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The Red Hawks return from their cross country trip this past weekend falling 3-2 on the season.

The Montclarion women's volleyball team lost their final two games at the Vassar Invitational in Poughkeepsie, New York last Saturday. In the first of the two games, MIT edged Montclair with a 3-0 decision. The Montclair women lost the first set 25-14, the second set 25-23 and lost the third and deciding set 25-15.

Against MIT, the Red Hawks had a total of 20 kills with five of them coming from Alyssa Willis, four from Maggie Cockcroft and three from Sara Girgus. The team had an impressive total of 12 aces over the entire game.

The lone and uncontested goal put up by PLU came at the 30-minute mark as the Red Hawks couldn't return the service and fell yet again 1-0, despite out-shooting PLU 20-5.

Junior setter Kaitlyn Irwin with 14. The two games were highlighted by a second set of 30 kills from Alyssa Willis, four from Sara Girgus and Marta Topor had five each. The team had an impressive total of 12 aces over the entire game.
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Constitution Day
September 27, 2011

Sponsored by:
American Democracy Project at Montclair State University

Opening Ceremony
10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
(9:30 a.m. Check-in)
University Hall, Conference Center

Our celebration will include an opening session in the University Hall Conference Center with a procession of student veterans, campus police, a keynote guest speaker, a swearing-in ceremony of approximately 60 new citizens by John Thompson, District Director Citizenship and Immigration Services, with acknowledgements by elected officials.

Expert Panel Discussions on the Relevance of the Constitution in 2011
12:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
University Hall, Room 1070

The Constitution is a living document which continues to shape our lives today. Montclair State deans and faculty will discuss the ways in which interpretations of the Constitution impacts our lives and culture today. The conversation by leaders from diverse backgrounds will consider the relevance of the Constitution to issues of health, women and the Equal Rights Amendment, the environment/sustainability, the economy and the debt ceiling, and freedom of speech/expression and the arts.

Dr. Brigid Harrison will moderate. She is professor of political science and law at Montclair State University and is an expert on the politics of the Millennial Generation. Additionally, she is a frequent commentator in print and electronic media on national and New Jersey politics, FOX News, NJN, ABC News and local affiliates of ABC, NBC, and CBS. She is the author of American Democracy Now; A More Perfect Union; Power and Society; and Women in American Politics.

Book Release and Keynote Address by Eric Greitens
3:00 p.m.
Kasser Theater

Sponsored by:
missioncontinues.org
and
Montclair State University Veterans Association


With introductions by General Carl Mundy, former Commandant of the Marine Corps and by Newark Mayor Corey Booker

Student Leader Panel
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Constitution Day Birthday Celebration
Student Center

Constitution Day celebrates the signing of the US Constitution in September 1787 by the Founding Fathers as one of the most important and influential events in American history, establishing the many rights and freedoms “We the People” enjoy today.

For further information, please contact Carolyn Jones, American Democracy Project Campus Coordinator at jonesc@mail.montclair.edu.

Register for the day’s events online at http://tinyurl.com/ConstitutionDaySept2011
Lockout Lifted, Season Unaltered

Most of America waited with impatient anticipation for the NFL lockout to end, an arduous 130-day process that turned players against their bosses and fans against the entire league, to come to an end. They took a game the country loved to an end. Passionate fans turned players against their bosses and leaders, an arduous 130-day process that led to the NFL lockout. The financial minds behind this league wanted to deal with this league again. Wanting to deal with this league again, they knew they couldn’t wait to have football back. Nothing was going according to plan. Maybe they took advantage of our anger, chanting empty promises of never seeing football back; withholding something so precious just a few feet in front of us and refusing to let us have a sample made. The players are happy, the owners are happy, and after a lockout that seemed so detrimental to a league that seemed like it hadn’t reached its apex, the league kicks off as if nothing ever happened.

The players are happy, the owners are happy, and after a lockout that seemed so detrimental to a league that seemed like it hadn’t reached its apex, the league kicks off as if nothing ever happened. It was evident in the first two nationally televised games of the season. Thursday night’s opener featured two premiere teams in the league, not to mention the past two Super Bowl champions, the Green Bay Packers hosting the New Orleans Saints.

An excellent game on paper was reinforced by a spectacular performance that came down to the final play of the game. It was exactly what commissioner Roger Goodell, the NFL owners and executives everywhere were hoping for: something to forget the past half year and move forward with the game we enjoy so much. America missed football. So much so that Thursday night’s game was the second-highest televised game in the history of the NFL. The ratings trumped every other station and made President Barack Obama’s speech on jobs seem like a petty inconvenience.

Sunday night’s match at Met Life Stadium with the Jets and Cowboys topped Thursday night’s ratings, averaging roughly 23 million viewers throughout the course of the game. On a day we will never forget, the country turned their minds from a tragedy to an exceptional come-from-behind victory for New York. Just over a month ago we were drilling the NFL with disappointment and anger, chanting empty promises of never wanting to deal with this league again. The financial minds behind this league had to know and understand the animosity of the fans, players and owners; they had to know that if we didn’t get football, there would be riots worse than those on the streets of London.

Maybe they did the most genius thing since Pete Carroll bolted USC for the Seattle Seahawks. Never has an NFL season been as emotional, passionate, energized, pumped-up or desired as this one. The media fed off of the energy going into that opening kickoff. The fans salivated for pigskin. It was incredible how much a sport that was taken for granted and how relieved we all were when the locks were cut off, embracing it like a long lost friend. Maybe, when everything seemed like it was going so wrong for the NFL, everything was going according to plan. Ratings are at all-time highs and sales are sure to boost along with it. They knew we couldn’t wait to have football back; withholding something so precious just a few feet in front of us and refusing to let us have a sample made. The players are happy, the owners are happy, and after a lockout that seemed so detrimental to a league that seemed like it hadn’t reached its apex, the league kicks off as if nothing ever happened.
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Week 2 Football Picks

(U) = Upset Pick

| (U) = Upset Pick | Last Week | Season Record | Upset Record | Chiefs at Lions | Raiders at Bills | Buccaneers at Vikings | Bears at Saints | Ravens at Titans | Browns at Colts | Jaguars at Jets | Seahawks at Steelers | Cardinals at Redskins | Packers at Panthers | Cowboys at 49ers | Chargers at Patriots | Texans at Dolphins | Bengals at Broncos | Eagles at Falcons | Rams at Giants |
|-----------------|-----------|---------------|-------------|----------------|----------------|----------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|-------------------|---------------------|-------------------|---------------|------------------|-------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|---------------|
| Kendall Zoppa   | 0 - 0     | 0 - 0         | 0 - 0       | Chiefs         | Bills (U)      | Buccaneers          | Saints          | Ravens         | Browns        | Jets             | Steeler            | Redskins            | Packers          | 49ers           | Patriots         | Texans           | Bengals         | Eagles          | Giants          |
| Jay Hrina       | 0 - 0     | 0 - 0         | 0 - 0       | Lions          | Bills          | Buccaneers          | Saints          | Ravens         | Colts         | Jets             | Steeler            | Cardinals            | Packers          | Cowboys         | Patriots         | Dolphins         | Broncos         | Eagles          | Rams (U)        |
| Nick Verhagen   | 0 - 0     | 0 - 0         | 0 - 0       | Lions          | Bills          | Buccaneers          | Saints          | Ravens         | Browns        | Jets             | Steeler            | Redskins            | Packers          | 49ers           | Patriots         | Dolphins (U)     | Broncos         | Eagles          | Giants          |
HEY YOU!
YEAH, YOU!

Come to
The Montclarion
Open House!

When:
Thursday, September 15, 4-8 p.m.
and
Thursday, September 22, 4-8 p.m.

Where:
Student Center Annex Room 113

Why:
Meet the Staff!!!
Free Pizza!!!
The scoring was sparked by a few kick from freshman Jon Kryszk. Kryszk was able to kick the ball into the end zone and scored a field goal. The ball was kicked out of bounds and the punt kicked back to the Hawks.

Moments later, Montclair struck again off of a corner kick from freshman Max Wurzburg. A ball was sent into the box and found the feet of Mendosa, who was able to knock the ball past the goalie, keeping the game at two points apiece.

“We all had a feeling that we were going to put another goal in the back of the net,” said senior defender Kevin Brown. “Dan [Mendoza] put us on his back and got us back in the game with that second goal, we all felt very confident that the game was ours.”

Montclair was able to overcome a poor start and fought back to a tie goal with only minutes left on the clock. But Montclair was not done there, as senior Kevin Talbott capped off the end of a brilliant comeback by drilling the final goal of the game, giving the Red Hawks a 5-2 victory over Pacific Lutheran University.

Montclair entered Sunday morning confident after their exciting nail-biter the night before. They out-played the Puget Sound Loggers for the majority of the game, out-shooting them 12:0. It wasn’t until the 86th minute that the Loggers were able to get the ball in the back of the net. Ryan Baek, a junior forward for Puget Sound, had the only goal of the game.

“It was a tough loss, [but] overall we felt like we played a better game than they did,” said Brown. “Ultimately it came down to the fact that we just had too many missed opportunities and a bit of miscommunication towards the final minutes of the game.”

Montclair opened up conference play last night with a game against Rowan University, ending with a tie in double overtime. Both teams came off of heart-breaking losses in their previous games. This leaves Montclair with their second double-overtime, tie-game season.

This Week
9/17 vs. Modgor2 3 p.m.
9/21 vs. William Paterson 7 p.m.

Last Week
9/9 MSU 3, Pacific Lutheran 2
9/10 Puget Sound 1, MSU 0
9/14 MSU 0, Rowan 2 (OT)

Field Hockey
NJAC Overall
Paystone 0 - 0 - 0 1 - 2 - 0
WPU 0 - 0 - 0 1 - 4 - 0
Ramapo 0 - 0 - 0 5 - 0 - 0
Rowan 0 - 0 - 0 3 - 2 - 0
TCNJ 0 - 0 - 0 1 - 0 - 0
Kean 0 - 0 - 0 1 - 1 - 0
Middletown 0 - 0 - 0 0 - 0 - 0

Who’s Hot This Week
Devin McNamara Forward — Field Hockey
McNamara was named NJAC Offensive Player of the Week with three goals and one assist. McNamara scored the game-tying goal in the final seconds of regulation in a 3-2, double-overtime win against Kean University on Tuesday.

Chris D’Andrea Running Back — Football
D’Andrea was named the NJAC Offensive Player of the Week after scoring two touchdowns and registering 239 yards in a 17-10 win over Salve Regina on Saturday.

Game of the Week
Women’s Soccer Saturday, Sept. 17, 12 p.m. vs. Rowan Sprague Field
The Red Hawks are set to avenge last year’s blowout to the Rowan Profis this weekend.
Red Hawks Hit Ground Running
Chris D’Andrea Makes Triumphant Return with 239-yard performance

The Red Hawks' home opener Saturday against Salve Regina began with the thought that the game could be in for a long day. The sun was beating down on the Montclair bleachers at Sprague Field, making every one wish they could be the guys with the letters painted on their chests. It was the first offensive drive ended in pick-6 for Salve Regina. Quarterback John Fischer's pass was intercepted by Maxwell Shubert and returned for a touchdown. If that didn't make the game seem hotter, or longer, the ensuing kickoff was muffed by the Red Hawks and recovered by Salve Regina at Montclair's 27-yard line.

From then on, the home crowd witnessed a monster game from senior tailback Chris D’Andrea. He cut, stiff-armed, powered and outran the competition. He finished with 239 yards overall on just 21 carries (11.3 yards per carry).

D’Andrea had two explosive touchdown runs; the first for 44 yards, the second for 77. He was the Red Hawks’ offensive. However, once the second quarter started and Montclair had a 9-7 lead, there was essentially no need for the offense anymore.

The Red Hawks’ defensive line dominated Salve Regina for the remainder of the game. Salve Regina's quarterback, Jimmy Connelly, was escaping the pocket more than he was throwing the ball. Every play, Montclair had pressure in the backfield. They couldn’t run the ball, they couldn’t pass the ball and they gained only 130 combined yards on offense.

Turnovers and tackles added to Salve Regina’s loss.

D’Andrea blasts past the defensive line and avoids a tackle in Saturday’s 18-7 win against Salve Regina. D’Andrea rushed for 239 yards and two touchdowns and caught two passes for 14 yards.

Red Hawks Stay Perfect Through Five

Red Hawks pull off three-goal comeback over Kean in overtime thriller

The Montclair State field hockey team has shown that they are a force to be reckoned with after a perfect 5-0 start to the season. MSU started its spectacular streak with a mar-10 road upset over Eastern New England on Thursday, Sept. 1. The Eagles were the ninth ranked team at the moment and the win allowed MSU to jump to no. 20 in the national field hockey rankings.

That spark a flame that continues to burn strong. Since then, the Red Hawks have won their last four games without much worry. In total, the Red Hawks have outscored their opponents 16-4, including two shutouts against Rowan and Union.

“I am excited about the way we’ve been playing,” coach Beth Gottung said. “We are playing really well as a team with multiple players contributing to our success each game. Our scoring is coming from several different players and that makes us hard to defend.”

The Red Hawks are a force to be feared on both offense and defense. Sophomore midfielder Brittany Carroll and senior forward and captain Devin McNamara lead the team with five goals each. Behind them is junior forward Kate Norgard and junior goals and captain Megan Bosland.

Both Montclair State and Ramapo stand at 5-0 and are the only undefeated teams in the NJAC conference. These next few games will be crucial for MSU to win their second conference game with the statistical advantage.

MSU player of the week Devin McNamara fielding a ground ball during last week's match up.